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THE INFLUENCE OF SOLVENT POLARITY AND SURFACE LIGAND 

RIGIDIFICATION ON THE SWIR EMISSION PROFILE OF GOLD 

NANOCLUSTERS WITH AN ANISTROPIC SURFACE WAS 

INVESTIGATED. A STRONG ENHANCEMENT OF THE SWIR 

EMISSION BAND AT 1200 NM WAS OBSERVED WHEN MEASURING IN 

DIFFERENT LOCAL ENVIRONMENTS: IN SOLUTION, IN POLYMER 

COMPOSITES, AND IN SOLIDS. SWIR IN VIVO IMAGING OF MICE 

ASSISTED BY DEEP LEARNING AFTER INTRAVENOUS 

ADMINISTRATION OF THESE GOLD NANOCLUSTERS PROVIDES HIGH 

DEFINITION PSEUDO-3D VIEWS OF VASCULAR BLOOD VESSELS. 

The shortwave infrared (SWIR), also called NIR-II, between 900 

and 1700 nm is an appealing optical window for in vivo 

imaging thanks to reduced tissue scattering and low 

autofluorescence background
1
. In comparison to the NIR-I 

window (700-900 nm), photoluminescence (PL) signals can be 

detected in deeper tissue areas 
2, 3

. This has led to the 

development of a variety of SWIR contrast agents based on 

organic scaffolds such as indocyanine family 
4
, BODIPY 

5
, D-A-D 

structure 
6
, AIEgens 

7
, and also inorganic probes like 

lanthanide-based-nanoparticles 
8
, quantum dots 

9
, or metal 

(Au, Ag, Cu) nanoclusters (NCs)
10, 11

. In particular, Au NCs are 

promising candidates as efficient SWIR emitters because their 

absorbance/emission profiles in the NIR-I/SWIR can be 

modulated by controlling their size (i.e number of atoms) and 

their surface chemistry 
12, 13

. The strong sensitivity of the PL 

properties towards the surface architecture was recently 

shown by adding a short dithiol polyethyleneglycol molecule 

on the surface of Au23 NC. This promoted the emergence of 

two absorption bands in the NIR-I and an enhanced PL 

intensity in the SWIR 
12

. Other studies have demonstrated how 

increasing the rigidity of the organic shell surrounding the gold 

core of Au NC led to a striking enhancement and a blue-shift of 

the PL signal in the red window (650-850 nm) 
14, 15

. The origin 

of the multiple SWIR PL bands observed for various Au NCs 
12, 

13, 16-18
 is still unclear and there is still a lack of information on 

their sensitivity to the environment such as pH, salt 

concentration, temperature, and viscosity.  

To shed more light into the influence of the microenvironment 

on the PL properties, we investigated the effect of solvent 

polarity and rigidification of the surface ligands. Additionally, 

we illustrate the use of this contrast agent for 3D visualization 

of vascularization in mice. For these experiments, we used Au 

NCs stabilized with mercaptohexanoic acid (MHA) and as co-

ligand dithiol tetraethyleneglycol (TDT) in an equimolar ratio. 

Further details about the synthesis procedure can be found in 

the electronic supplementary information (ESI). The water-

soluble compound AuMHA/TDT possessed strong 

photostability, a long colloidal stability over weeks. 

Furthermore, their stability in biological conditions and their 

low cytotoxicity enabled their use in vivo in small animals for 

biomedical applications as previously reported 
10, 12

. These NCs 

show an increasing absorption from the NIR to the UV and 

interestingly a significant absorption band at 1100 nm, which is 

not present in absence of the co-ligand TDT and they show 

nearly no batch-to-batch variation (see Fig. 1A), and ESI, Fig. 

S1). The appearance of this band is hypothesized to be induced 

by structural micro-distortions on the Au NCs surface 
19

. Of 

note, the maximum of this absorption band is shifted in our 

case from 980 nm to 1100 nm. This band does not show 

significant changes over a wide range of pH levels from 4 to 

7.5, underlining the stability of the formed Au NC (Fig. S2). To 

exclude that this band appears due to self-assembly of the Au 

NCs or to bigger plasmonic gold nanoparticles, high-resolution 

transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) was performed. 

Due to interparticle distances larger than 2 nm, covalent cross-

linking between Au NCs by the dithiol molecule TDT can be 

excluded, and thus any photophysical interaction between the 

NCs. The size of the AuMHA/TDT NCs was estimated to ca. 

1.40.3 nm (see Fig. S3).   
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To investigate the effect of solvent polarity on the optical 
properties, absorbance and PL measurements were performed 
with AuMHA/TDT NCs dispersed in different DMSO/water 
volume ratios from 0 to 90% DMSO. We chose DMSO as co-
solvent because of the solubility of these NCs in this solvent, 
the good miscibility with water, and the decrease of polarity 

(= 0.444) compared to water. The presence of DMSO did not 
alter the absorbance spectra of the AuMHA/TDT NCs, 
indicating that the overall cluster structure did not change, and 
no enhanced ligand desorption occurred (see Fig. 1B).  

However, the PL of AuMHA/TDT NCs was clearly affected by 

increasing the DMSO concentration. The raw PL spectra 

measured at similar NC concentration, shown in ESI, Fig. S5 

indicated the presence of three major PL bands located at 920 

nm, 1050 nm, and 1200 nm using either 680 nm or 830 nm as 

excitation wavelength.  

By normalization on the first band, an increase in the 

contribution of the 1050 nm and 1200 nm PL band was 

observed (see ESI, Fig. S5b,d). But those PL spectra need to be 

corrected for water and DMSO reabsorption effects, which 

caused, for example, the dip at 1120nm. The corrected PL 

spectra with increasing DMSO concentration normalized on 

the PL band at 920 nm are shown in Fig. 1C. The spectra were 

further linear deconvoluted to estimate the contribution of 

each band in the overall PL spectrum. An example of such 

deconvolution is also shown in Fig. 1C as dashed lines for 

AuMHA/TDT NCs in pure water. Plotting the PL intensity of the 

PL band at 1200 nm over the increasing DMSO concentration 

resulted in a linear dependency, which indicates that this band 

can be associated to energy transfers involving the surface 

ligands and the Au NCs (see Fig. 1D). A possible explanation for 

this effect can be the dependency of the charge transfer 

efficiency on the differences between the dielectric constant 

of the medium and the ligand shell. By increasing the amount 

of DMSO in solution, a solvent with a lower dielectric constant, 

the Fermi level of the Au NCs increases. This increases the 

charge density at the interface, which increases the interfacial 

bonding interaction between Au NC core and its ligands. To 

exclude an impact of viscosity of the solvent and confirm the 

contribution of dielectric constant, we also measured the PL of 

AuMHA/TDT in a mixture DMF/water. Indeed, DMSO has a 

viscosity slightly higher (2cP) than water (1cP) or DMF (0.79cP) 

while the dielectric constant of DMF is 36.71 F/m, which is half 

of the dielectric constant of water with 78.4 F/m but closer to 

DMSO with 46.68 F/m. The absorbance spectra shown in Fig. 

S6a of the Au NCs reveal that upon mixing with DMF, the NC 

structure does not change and the enhanced absorbance 

feature at 1100 nm can still be observed. Similar to the 

measurements in presence of DMSO, the Au NCs in 50% and 

90% DMF were excited at 680 nm and at 830 nm and the PL 

spectra were measured (Fig. S6). Although the increase of the 

PL bands at 1050 nm and 1200 nm with increasing DMF 

concentration is not as strong as for the measurement with 

DMSO, we can observe a significant increase of these PL 

bands. This shows that this effect is induced by differences in 

solvent polarity than by viscosity differences of the solvent. 

Therefore, these changes in the electronic properties can be a 

potential explanation for the changes in the  charge transfer 

efficiencies affecting the PL band composition 
20

.  

Knowing that the choice of the excitation wavelength can 

favour specific energy transitions within the AuNCs,
21

 the 

samples were measured with different excitation wavelengths 

(Fig. S7). Interestingly the observed trend still remained, which 

shows that probably multiple energy transfer can take place in 

the SWIR window 
12

.   

To further manipulate the microenvironment of the surface 

ligands, PL measurements were performed in presence of 

proteins such as bovine serum albumin (BSA) or in more 

complex media such as serum. It can be expected that a 

corona is formed around the Au NCs, which can affect the PL 

properties in two ways: either the protein-ligand adsorption 

result in a steric hindrance of the ligands rotation or the 

difference in the static permittivity of the BSA solution result in 

a similar effect as observed for the addition of DMSO 
22

. In 

contrast to the measurement in DMSO, the contribution of the 

PL band at 1200 nm was not enhanced (see ESI, Fig. S8). In 

addition, previous PAGE electrophoresis measurements of 

AuMHA/TDT in pure water or in presence of BSA did not differ, 

suggesting the absence of a strong interaction between BSA 

and the Au NCs 
10

. This indicates that interactions between 

BSA and AuMHA/TDT are rather weak which could be 

explained by the presence of the polyethyleneglycol chain in 

TDT co-ligand acting as anti-fouling agent 
10, 23

 or by the 

smaller size of AuMHA/TDT compare to BSA (66.3kDa; 7nm).  

In order to determine if the rigidification of the surface ligands 

influences the PL properties of AuMHA/TDT NCs, lyophilised 

Au NCs were mixed with polymethoxysilane (PDMS) to create 

a composite as seen in Fig. 2A. In comparison to the Au NCs in 

solution, the Au NCs in the composite possessed much 

Fig. 1 A) Absorbance spectra of AuMHA and AuMHA/TDT. B) Absorbance spectra of 

AuMHA/TDT NCs with increasing DMSO concentration. C) Corrected PL emission 

spectra of AuMHA/TDT NCs with increasing DMSO concentrations and the linear 

deconvoluted fit of the PL spectra in absence of DMSO (dashed lines). D) Increase of PL 

intensity of the PL band at 1250 nm with increasing DMSO concentrations. 
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stronger absolute PL intensities as shown in Fig. S9. The PL 

spectrum of Au NCs in the composite was substantially 

different from the one in solution with the PL emission at 920 

nm vanishing and with a maximum emission centred at 1200 

nm (Fig. 2B). This PL emission maximum was dependent on the 

excitation wavelength with a bathochromic shift from 1150 nm 

(exc. = 400 nm) to 1250 nm (exc. = 930 nm) (see Fig. 2B). Time-

resolved measurements of the Au NCs in the composite and in 

solution showed a reduced fluorescence lifetime with <>int.= 

298 ns and 787 ns, respectively (Fig. 2C, Table S1). It can be 

assumed that the reduced lifetime can be associated with an 

increase in non-radiative recombination by the rigid 

environment, which was also observed for other luminescent 

probes when they are embedded in composites
24

. We also 

attempted to measure the photophysical properties of the Au 

NCs at very harsh condition of rigidification by mild casting the 

solution on a glass slide and dry off any solvents before. Fig. 

2D shows the comparison of the PL spectra of Au MHA/TDT 

NCs in solution, in the composite, and in quasi solid state. A 

striking bathochromic shift of the PL maximum from 920 nm 

(solution) to 1200 nm (composite) and then 1450 nm (solid) 

was observed. Additionally, the PL profile in composite and 

solid state have nearly a Gaussian shape while multiple PL 

bands are visible in solution.  

 

The origin of the SWIR PL band transitions are still under 

debate but energy transfers are taking place:  1) from both the 

metal core
13, 18

 via the aurophilic interaction, and 2) from the 

surface via metal-to-thiolated ligands interaction 
16, 25, 26

. By 

modifying the polarisation and the rigidity of the 

microenvironment of Au NCs with anisotropic surfaces, we 

reveal the high sensitivity of the PL band centred at 1200 nm 

to these parameters. The microsecond range of the 

fluorescence lifetime and the wavelength dependency of this 

SWIR PL also suggest that multiple energy transitions are 

involved during the emission process. In a different study, 

Huang et al. attributed a strong red PL intensity of Au NCs 

loaded in a silica matrix to electronic-coupling-enhanced 

radiative rates and covalent-bonding-suppressed nonradiative 

relaxation 
27

. The even longer 200 nm bathochromic shift of PL 

to 1450 nm which is reported here might be also associated to 

the surface modification but also a change of Au NC structure 

could happen during the casting process. With the red-shift 

and the enhancement of SWIR PL of this probe to the NIR-IIa 

region (1200-1400 nm) region in more complex environments, 

we are expecting high levels of detection at high 

concentrations in blood.  

 

To demonstrate the potential of this contrast agent, which 

exhibit SWIR PL above 1300 nm, we perfused a mouse with 

AuMHA/TDT (see ESI for the experimental detail) and 

performed SWIR imaging on a tilted support by varying the 

angles from -45 to +45 with 0.5 step (Fig. 3A). SWIR images 

were collected in the range 1319-1700 nm using an 808 nm 

excitation laser (120 mW/cm
2
) and a 25 mm lens at 4.8 

numerical aperture. The segmentation of the vessels from the 

background was performed using IterNet neural network 

(IterNet: Retinal Image Segmentation Utilizing Structural 

Redundancy in Vessel Networks), which was applied to SWIR 

images as described in reference [2]. The output of this 

segmentation is the probability of finding a vessel. We can see 

a 3D reconstruction obtained of the ventral side of a whole 

mouse with a clear view of the main blood vessels in Fig. 3B 

and movie 1. The image processing enabled to choose a signal 

threshold and visualize only the vessels without fluorescence 

from the tissue. Hence, the vascular network could be nicely 

seen at different angles at different depths (Fig. 3C, movie 2). 

In further image treatment large vessels (higher probability 

corresponds to higher fluorescence intensity) are shown in 

red, while the green colour is assigned to vessels with lower 

intensities (small vessels network structure) (see Fig. 3D). 

Since the output of the segmentation is the probability, it is 

possible to increase the magnification on the post-treated 

images and visualize the blood vessels at the micrometric scale 

with a 3D view created from tilting the camera around the 

mice (movie 2). 

 

 

 

 

In conclusion, we showed here how the SWIR PL band 

contributions in the PL spectrum of AuMHA/TDT NCs can be 

modulated depending on the solvent polarization and 

rigidification of the surrounding. A key advancement is the 

observed sensitivity of the PL band at 1200 nm towards the 

microenvironment. This long SWIR shift of Au NCs opens new 

perspectives for more sensitive probes necessary for NIR-IIb 

(1500-1700 nm) in vivo imaging. We illustrate for the first time 

the ability to perform 3D fluorescence imaging reconstruction 

assisted by deep learning using a simple equipment that 

permits a sharp overview of the vascular network in a whole 

mouse. 

Fig. 2 A) Composite made of AuMHA/TDT NCs in PDMS. B) SWIR PL emission spectra of 

the composite at different excitation wavelength and in water at 680nm excitation for 

comparison. C) Fluorescence lifetime measurement of composite and AuMHA/TDT in 

water. (exc./ em.= 375nm/920nm). D) SWIR PL emission spectra of AuHA/TDT NCs in 

solution, in composite, in dried solid state (exc.= 375nm).  
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Fig. 3 A) SWIR in vivo imaging set up for 3D imaging.  B) SWIR imaging of perfused 

mouse at full scale, and C) processed by deep learning. D) different angles showing 

different signal level in tissue and in blood vessels. Segmented blood vessels network at 

higher magnification shows pseudo-3D localization of blood vessels.  
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